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- Offers a forum for Husserlian studies that deal with the relation of phenomenology to other facets of philosophy
- Presents critical reviews of current Husserl literature, as well as reviews of other philosophical works which have a direct bearing on Husserl research
- Occasionally publishes material either by Husserl himself, or connected with the historical background of his thought

Husserl Studies is an international forum for the presentation, discussion, criticism, and development of Husserl’s philosophy. It also publishes papers devoted to systematic investigations in the various philosophical sub-areas of phenomenological research (e.g., theory of intentionality, theory of meaning, ethics and action theory, etc.), where such work is oriented toward the development, adaptation, and/or criticism of Husserlian phenomenology. Husserl Studies also invites contributions dealing with phenomenology in relation to other directions in philosophy such as hermeneutics, critical theory, and the various modes of analytic philosophy. The aim, in keeping with the Husserl’s own philosophical self-understanding, is to demonstrate that phenomenology is a reflective and methodologically disciplined form of philosophical inquiry that can and must prove itself through its handling of concrete problems. Thus Husserl Studies provides a venue for careful textual work on Husserl’s published and unpublished writings and for historical, systematic, and problem-oriented phenomenological inquiry. It also publishes critical reviews of current work on Husserl, and reviews of other philosophical literature that has a direct bearing on the themes and areas of interest to Husserl Studies.

Review copies, book reviews, and review inquiries should be sent to the Review Editor: Hanne Jacobs, Department of Philosophy, Loyola University Chicago, 1032 W. Sheridan Road, Chicago, IL 60660-1537 USA. Email: hjacobs@luc.edu
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